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SUMMARY
In this paper, a decision system for bridge management is presented. It considers data field Information obtained
from three levels of inspection: current inspection, detailed inspection and structural assessment Based on this
Information, the decision system rates the different solutions in order to obtain the best action to take within a

maintenance System or a repair/upgradmg system

RESUME
Dans cet article on presente un Systeme de decision pour la gestion des ponts On considere l'information in situ
qui provient de trois niveaux d'mspection: inspection courante, inspection detaillee et evaluation structurale Avec
cette Information, le Systeme de decision classifie les differents solutions pour l'obtention de la meilleure action ä

mener, en tenant compte des aspects de manutention ou de reparation/amehoration

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der Artikel beschreibt ein Entscheidungssystem für die Wartung von Stahlbetonbrücken Drei Überwachungsstufen

liefern die entsprechend notwendige Information gewöhnliche Überwachung, ausführliche Inspektion und
Analyse der Struktur Die so gewonnenen Daten werden von dem Entscheidungssystem benutzt, um unter den
Gesichtspunkten der Wartung, Instandsetzung und Verbesserung des Bauwerks das beste Vorgehen zu wählen
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1. INTRODUCTION»

Throughout the XX Century, reinforced and prestressed concrete has been the most widely used
material in construction. Contrary to other materials, concrete does not benefit from a very large
experience what led to a precocious reduction in the service life of some concrete bridges. This
usually oecurred due to an unpredicted evolution of the materials degradation, deficient design
construction methods or dramatic increase of the traffic volume / loads.

The disruption of each particular bridge has very high costs for the society. It stops traffic going over
it and forces thousands of users to use alternative routes at extra cost and time. Social costs due to the

interruption of Communications are also to be expected from such a Situation. Finally, the costs of
rehabilitating a disrupted bridge can be prohibitive, much bigger than the costs of building a stronger
and larger structure from the very beginning.

The importance of bridge maintenance versus new bridge construction has arisen in the last decades,
due to high deterioration rates that have been observed in these structures. Budgets both for building
new bridges and keeping the existing ones are always limited. This means that usually, only a
selection of the problems detected can be dealt with. To be aware of the existent problems and to help
with rational maintenance decisions, bridge management Systems have been developed and are being
implemented all over the world.

In this paper, a decision system for concrete bridges management is presented. It considers data field
information obtained from three levels of inspection: current inspection, detailed inspection and
structural assessment. Based on this information the importance of the anomal ies is rated for the
current maintenance System. An economical analysis is presented for the decisions within the repair/
upgrading system.

2. THE INSPECTION PROCEDURE

Within a management System, all the information must be obtained from field inspections that make the

inspection sub-system. This information is kept in a data base which is the basis of any future decision
procedures.The inspection procedures must be thought on a frame of bridges level and not on a Single
bridge level, to optimize people and equipment displacements. Inspection procedures usually eonsist
of: current inspections, detailed inspections and structural assessments.

The current inspections are based almost exclusively in direct visual Observation which seems to be the
most promising diagnosis method. No main structural defects are expected to be found and only
maintenance work is to result from the inspections. The recommended period of inspection is 15

months, to allow for the influence of the seasons of the year

In the detailed inspections, besides direct visual Observation, non-destructive in-situ tests of easy
Performance are to be used to investigate potential sources of problems. Should any main structural
anomaly be detected, a structural assessment is to be recommended but not performed right away as
these inspections are within the scope of general maintenance. The recommended period for this
inspection is around 5 years.

A structural assessment is usually the result of the discovery of a main structural deficiency. It may
also be deemed necessary should the options of strengthening or widening the deck need to be
weighted. The expected results of this inspection are: the characterization of the structural anomalies,
an estimation of the remaining life of the bridge and an estimation of its residual strength. All in-situ
diagnosis methods and load and dynamic tests can be used, even though a careful limitation of costs
should be taken into account.

3. THE MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

Within the management system, maintenance considers the activities related to the repair of small
anomalies in order to maintain the bridge service level. The decisions are taken based on a rating of
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anomalies according to three main points: rehabilitation urgency, structural importance and affected
traffic. This rating procedure considers the results of the inspections.with a list of about 90 anomalies
divided into the following groups [1]:

A - Superstructure global behaviour
B - Foundations / Abutments
C - Concrete elements
D - Reinforcement / Cables
E - Bearings

F - Joints
G - Coating / Watertightness
H - Water drainage
I - Secondary elements

For concrete bridges, the anomalies are then classified according to [1] [2]:

Urgencv of Rehabilitation
0 - immediate action required
1 - short-term action required (up to a maximum of 6 months)
2 - medium-tenn action required (usually up to a maximum of 12 to 15
3 - long-term action required (in the next inspection)

Importance to the Structure's Stability
A - anomaly of eminently structural characteristics, associated with main structural elements (deck,

beams, columns, abutments and foundations)
B - anomaly of semi-structural characteristics associated with main structural elements or structural

anomaly associated with secondary structural elements.
C - anomaly of semi-structural characteristics associated with secondary structural elements,

anomaly of non-structural characteristics or in non-structural elements

Volume of Traffic Affected bv the Anomaly
[ number of vehicles km / day]

[number of vehicles km / day]

| number of vehicles km / day]

a - t.v. x d.i. x k > ni
ß —nj > t.v. x d.i. x k > n2
Y - t.v. x d.i. xk <n2
t.v. - average daily traffic volume
d.i. - detour length
k - coefficient of traffic obstruction
nl n2 - fixed parameters (given by the bridge authorities)

Each anomaly classification-type is then included in one of the priority of action groups:

1 - maximum priority
2 - high priority
3 - medium priority
4 - low priority
5 - minimum priority

g.n.p. > 95
80 < g.n.p. < 90
70 < g.n.p. < 75
50 < g.n.p. < 65
30 < g.n.p.

The Classification ofthe anomalies is done with the following table:

CLASSIFICATION POINTS

URGENCY OF REHABILITATION
0

1

2
3

30
25
15

5

IMPORTANCE TO THE STRUCTURE'S
STABILITY

A
B
C

40
25
15

VOLUME OF TRAFFIC AFFECTED BY
THE ANOMALY

ß

y

30
20
10
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For the maintenance procedures one must act first upon the bridge that has the anomaly with the
highest global humber of points given; all maintenance work in the same bridge concerning every
anomaly of the same type (even if with a smaller number of points) and every anomaly that the
management authorities feel can be economically repaired with the same equipment and workmanship
should be done.

4. THE REPAIR / UPGRADING SYSTEM

Within the management system, this module considers the important repair works. For decision
making, it rates the repair work from an economical point of view, based on a present cost analysis for
each option strengthening, deck widening or bridge replacement).

4.1 The Cost Function

Building a bridge should be looked at as just another form of investment. An initial cost is paid to
design and build it, there are in service costs to maintain and repair it and, when its use no more
justifies its existence, it is replaced. During its life cycle, the bridge must give benefits valued higher
than the sum of all the costs referred above.

For these reasons, for decision making, it is necessary to be able to quantify the global costs of
building, using and replacing a bridge and to predict its benefits during its life cycle. In this work, the

following cost function was adopted for the Global Costs C [3]:

C-=C,. + C,-f-C.„+CD+Cl-,-B0 I M R F

c0 - initial costs Cl - inspection costs

CM - maintenance costs Cr - repair costs

CF - failure costs B - benefits

Initial costs are the costs involved in designing and building the bridge and include: preliminary
studies, structural and traffic design, building the bridge and its approaches and load testing before
use. The initial costs can be divided in: design costs (CqD), construction costs (Cqq) and testing costs

(Cq'j.). They can be predicted based on current construction costs, the expected structural type and the

bridge deck area and using common sense percentages to partition the costs.

C C + C + C
0 OD OC OT

Inspection costs are the ones involved in inspecting regularly the bridge within the maintenance
framework, i. e. do not include structural assessments when a main structural deficiency is suspected.
The inspection costs of using a bridge can be divided in: labour costs (Cjj^) and equipment costs

(Cjjg).They can be estimated based on the bridge dimensions, the authorities current costs and an

expected calendar of inspections. It is also possible to rely on past experience in the inspection of the
bridge and use linear regression techniques.

C C +C

Maintenance costs are the ones involved in keeping the bridge in shape and exclude any main structural
work.They are approximately predicted by a percentage x' of the construction costs of the bridge Cqq:

CM/year=x'%Cnc

This percentage can vary with the bridge's age. It is also possible to predict these costs knowing the
bridge dimensions and the current maintenance costs or using linear regression techniques based on
the latest years' experience.
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Repair costs are the ones involved in doing main structural work (repair, strengthening, dsck
widening) and include the repair costs themselves and all the costs of any necessary structural
assessment.The repair costs along the service life of a bridge can be divided in: structural assessment
costs (Crsa) and structural repair costs (Cj^gj^). They can be approximately estimated considering
average repair costs for each type of repair. In the long-term, they can be roughly predicted using a

percentage of the construction costs for each year that tends to grow with the bridge's age.

C C + C
R RSA RSR

Failure costs are associated with the situations in which the bridge does not fully comply with what is
expected of her, i. e. its design functionability. The failure costs of a bridge partially or totally
impaired in its function can be divided in: structural failure costs (Cp$p) and functional failure costs

(Cppp).
CF C +CFSF FFF

The structural failure costs include all the costs resulting from a stmctural collapse of the bridge (or a
Situation in which such collapse is eminent and the bridge has to be closed to traffic). The cost
associated with the structural failure can then be obtained from the probability of failure Pf and the cost
of collapse Cpp (even though collapse does not occur under normal circumstances, these costs can
still be considered in an economic analysis as insurance costs):

C
FSF

P cl'^FF

The cost of collapse can be divided in: bridge replacement costs (Cppj^), loss of lives and equipment
costs (Cpp]J and architectural / cultural / historical costs (Cppj_j).

FF
C +C +C

FFR FFL FFH

The functional failure costs Cppp include all the value attributed to the fact that not all the predicted
design traffic can use the bridge (or that its design speed has to be reduced during certain periods of
the day or of the existence of an anomaly). The costs of detouring that fraction of traffic and the
consequences (delays) caused in the bridges nearby must also be taken into account. This value can be
measured in several ways:

- delay in crossing the bridge times volume of traffic delayed (Cppp) (Fig. 1);

- volume of traffic unable to use the bridge and having to use a detour (this inability can be caused
by two reasons: the bridge not being wide enough for the amount of traffic waiting to cross it
(Cppy); the bridge not having the structural capability tobe used by a certain margin of heavy
traffic (CppL)).

'FFF C + C
F FFD FFFV + C

FFFL
TRAFFIC FLOW

(vehicle/h]

TD'#t.1

Tv »

,r0
\SDi \.Di

¦ äl, y äi, '\_
TIME

Ih]

Fig. 1 Simplification proposed for the traffic flow curve versus time of the day
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The prediction of such costs relies on traffic surveys (yearly and daily) and future estimates. It is also
dependent on the existing alternatives to the bridge being analyzed, its traffic capacity and structural
resistance.

Benefits, on the other hand, is what it would be worth to enhance the bridge in order of it to provide a

better service (or be of a wider utility) than the one provided at a certain Standard Situation (usually the
design stage). This notion can also be used to compare two solutions of repair, strengthening, deck
widening or replacing of a certain bridge (in such a Situation, one of the options is considered the
Standard Situation with a benefit nil and the other is evaluated against it). A benefit is equivalent to a

negative functional failure cost. This value is, of course, measured in the same way as the cost value.

4.2 The Decision Index

The cost function is the basis of the main decisions to consider when an important anomaly that
impairs the functionability of the bridge is found. In these situations the possibility of upgrading
(widening or strengthening) or replacing the bridge must be considered.

At the beginning of each year, the budget given to the bridge authorities for the works that go beyond
maintenance is known and it must be allocated to each bridge. Decisions must be then made according
to the cost effectiveness index CEI) of each option [4|. The CEI indicates how well the proposed
workplan actions compare to the no-action option. A CEI value greater than one indicates that the
proposed actions are economically better than the no-action option. For each option the CEI may be

quantified by:

Cr + Cf - B repair
CE1=

Cr + Cf - B No repair

Cr - Repair Costs Cf - Failure Costs B - Benefits

The CEI coefficient may be used at different levels of action, namely:

-Level 1 - To compare different solutions for the repair of the same anomaly
-Level 2 - To obtain the priority of action among the repair of different anomalies within a bridge.
The maximum CEI of each anomaly is considered for comparison between different anomalies.

-Level 3 - To obtain the priority of action among the bridges of a network. The accumulated
maximum CEI's of each group of repairs within each bridge are considered to compare different
bridges.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Budgets both for building new bridges and keeping the existing ones are always limited. This means
that only a selection of the problems detected can be dealt with. leaving the less important ones as they
are. Based on inspection data, a rating of anomalies is presented to optimize maintenance procedures.
When repair / upgrading / Substitution is considered, the decision is taken with a rating of the
deteriorated bridges, based on a cost analysis index.
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